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“Formula 1: All The Races is never far from my reach and I strongly recommend it as a ‘must have’ for everyone
who counts himself or herself as a true fan of F1, the fastest sport on the planet.” David Croft
This remarkable book is the third edition of an acclaimed work telling the extraordinary story of the Formula 1 world
championship. Formula 1: All The Races has been meticulously researched and written to capture the character and
essence of every one of the 935 World Championship races held from the beginning of Formula 1 in 1950 to the end
of the 2015 season.
In 668 densely packed pages, Formula 1: All The Races describes in remarkable depth each of the 935 Grand Prix
races that have been instrumental in deciding 66 enthralling battles for the Formula 1 Drivers’ World Championship.
Each entry highlights the key events of each Grand Prix from qualifying through to the final outcome as well as
spotlighting those incidental happenings so unique to F1 that influenced a race or an unfolding championship battle.
At the heart of Formula 1: All The Races are the author’s unique ‘Race Pods’. These blend words with statistics to
produce a dynamic report for each race. Accompanying the race coverage are splendid colour illustrations by Alain
Baudouin together with a series of atmospheric photographs superbly portraying the evolution of Formula 1.
Formula 1: All The Races brings alive the rich history of F1 just as though you were watching from the comfort of
your home ‘grandstand’.


The new book features 57 new races and is fully updated, three years since publication of the sell‐out
previous edition.



Each race entry is packed with information, comprising a descriptive text supported by numerous statistics
and new‐look ‘Race Pods’ and race headlines.



The key stats: 935 races, 206 winning cars, 105 winning drivers, 66 seasons, 32 champions.



All race‐winning cars illustrated with high‐quality artwork by Alain Baudouin.



Decade‐by‐decade structure: the 1950s (Red to green); the 1960s (From strength to strength); the 1970s
(Television stardom); the 1980s (Bernie’s travelling circus); the 1990s (Going global); the 2000s (Front‐page
news); the 2010s (Money talks).



Appendices give overview listings, including World Champion drivers, World Champion constructors, total
wins for drivers and constructors, etc.



The book has a dedicated interplay website available, which includes a free ‘2016 Season Download’ to
enable you to keep your Formula 1: All The Races resources complete and up‐to‐date.



Author Roger Smith has created ‘Knowledge Pods’ as an online ‘book buddy’ to enable F1 enthusiasts to gain
deeper insight and greater enjoyment from the world’s fastest sport. ‘Knowledge Pods’ are themed
collections of races, such as ‘Closest finishes’, ‘Great wet‐weather drives’ or ‘Surprise race winners’. So
whether you are an F1 fan out to sharpen your knowledge and understanding, or a quizzer on the search for
new trivia, ‘Knowledge Pods’ will provide myriad teasers and ‘Did you know’ opportunities. Please visit:
www.f1alltheraces.com

The author: Roger Smith has had a lifelong passion for Formula 1, starting with the Vanwall triumphs of 1957–58. As
well as three editions of Formula 1: All The Races, he has written two other books – Analysing Formula 1 and The
Book of Formula 1 Top Tens. Prior to becoming an author, he worked for business information leader AC Nielsen,
latterly as Managing Director, TV Ratings, Europe. He lives in Oxford.
About Evro Publishing: Evro Publishing is a new name in motorsport book publishing. Their speciality is publishing
top‐quality books at affordable prices, written by the finest authors and covering only the best subjects. As a
publishing team they combine experience, skill and enthusiasm. www.evropublishing.co.uk. You can now follow Evro
Publishing on twitter @EvroPublishing
For more information regarding the book, or if you would like to interview Roger Smith, please contact Rebecca
Leppard at Eventageous PR on T: 01452 260063 or rebecca@eventspr.co.uk
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